My Friend

There was a man

There was a man filled with sorrow walking the earth like there was no tomorrow his eyes they were filled with tears and they fell like

filled with tears

rain he was walking the earth in emotional

Earth in
pain. I'm going to reach up high to the beautiful sky for the pain.

softest piece of leather that I can find then I will stand by your side and I will

soft piece that I find
gently wipe your eye so you can see again my friend my friend.

There was a woman a woman filled with

There was a wom'n

sorrow walkin' the Earth like there was no tomorrow. although the
birds, they flew all around singing for her their beautiful song she couldn't hear

hear what they sang she was walking the

Earth in emotional pain. I'm going to reach up high to the Earth in pain.

beautiful sky for the softest Eagle plume that I can find then I will beautiful sky for softest plume I find

stand you near then I will gently wipe your ears so you can
hear again my friend my friend.

There was a child

a child filled with sorrow walking the

There was a child

Earth like there was no tomorrow and how he

felt inside he could not say and he always

how he felt

wondered why am I treated this way. I'm going to reach up high to the

wondered why.
beautiful sky for the pur-est spi-rit-u-al wa-ter that I can find
When you
beautiful sky for wa-ter I can find
drink it will wash a-way all of the grief the hurt and the pain then you will

speak a-gain my friend my friend.